The apparent field dependence observed for some isotropic shifts in high resolution solid state NMR is reinvestigated using the Floquet formalism. For t3C-lH systems, second order dipolar shifts are derived that largely agree with the experimental observations made by VanderHart and his theoretical treatment while resolving some difficulties in the use of a secular approximation to handle an inherently time-dependent problem. Additional second order terms are shown to give rise to both frequency shifts and line broadening which can be significant in some spin pairs. This line broadening is found to arise from a second order coupling of the rf field with the I-S dipolar interaction.
INTRODUCTION
In 1986 VanderHart' reported an apparent field dependence in the isotropic 13C chemical shifts measured in high resolution solid state NMR spectra of organic solids using high power 'H decoupling2 and magic angle sample spinning (MASS).3 While the overall shift differences with field were small, they cast in doubt the suitability of some secondary chemical shift reference materials.4 One key observation was that the field dependent shifts varied in a consistent fashion with the magnitude of the undecoupled t3C-iH dipolar interaction. Methylene carbon centers displayed the greatest field dependence while smaller shifts were seen for methine sites. Little field dependence was observed in motionally averaged systems such as methyl groups and plastic crystals, or for quaternary carbons. Further measurements indicated that the isotropic shifts approached a limiting value with increasing applied field, Bo, and that the size of the shift in Hz was directly proportional to the square of the ratio of the i3C-*H dipolar coupling divided by B,. dent of the basis set chosen; i.e., they do not depend upon a judicious choice of interaction representation, and it is computationally efficient. It is found that all of the nonsecular terms in the heteronuclear dipolar interaction can make important contributions to the observed second order shifts, though their relative sizes depend upon the sums and differences of the Larmor frequencies of the coupled spins. The analysis largely corroborates the conclusions of VanderHart with respect to the commonly encountered case of a f3C coupled to a 'H. For other spin pairs, different dipolar terms may dominate, suggesting that additional effects may be observable experimentally.
THEORY
We begin by considering the I spin resonance of a dipolar coupled I-S spin pair when an rf field, Br, is applied at the Larmor frequency of the S spin. The laboratory frame Hamiltonian in angular frequency units can be written as These observations suggested to VanderHart that the field dependence of the shifts was due to second order corrections to the NMR transition frequencies from nonsecular terms in the heteronuclear dipolar interaction. An exact expression for their effect would require a complete solution to the Schrodinger equation for an I-S spin pair including all secular and nonsecular terms in the Hamiltonian. VanderHart presented an analysis using second order perturbation theory which correctly accounts for the functional dependence of the shift on the dipolar coupling, wg, and B,-,. One problem with this approach is that seemingly similar interaction representations can produce different results. ZL = -WIT, -wssz -2w~cosw~t(yI, f $1 $ z;-;",
where the substitution y=rr/rs has been used. It is convenient to cast the dipolar Hamiltonian Xi4 in terms of a set of geometric factors ,R, as follows: RI = w& -3cos2 e>, 02 = w+(3 cos2e -l),
!& = ~sin@cos8e-'~, f14 = ysin2&-2*p.
These diiliculties were already noted in Ref.
1. In this The polar angles 6 and 9 describe the orientation of the paper we present an alternative theoretical analysis, alluded to at that time, using the Floquet formalism.5 The I-S' internuclear vector in this frame6 and wg= ylys#i/& is the dipolar coupling constant. Using these angular facadvantages of this method are that the results are indepentors we write the laboratory frame Hamiltonian as follows:
IiL. = -WIIZ -wssz -2w&I, + sz) coswsi! + Q,I,S, mixes time-dependent and time-independent terms of vary-+ %(I+S-+ I-S+) + n3(Ls+ + I+Sz) ing size. Traditionally, the effect of the time-dependent decoupling field is clarified by entering a rotating frame rep-+ n;(I-s* + I&) + Q,I+S+ + n;Id-.
(2) resentation where the interaction of the applied rf field with the 5' spins appears time independent. In this frame Unfortunately, Bq. (2) is expressed in a frame that we can rewrite Eq. (2) as I xR(t) = e -:wstS,~L(t)e~wStS.
= -wrIz -w+Sz + &I,S, + C&I+S, + CZ;I-S, + eawst(--ywfiI, + R&.S-+ Cl~I,S-+ Sl&S-)
+ e--r-t (-7wd1, f &J-S+ + QJ,S+ + S2J+S+) -e2rwst (YS-) -e-2rwst (FS+).
The matrix elements of this Hamiltonian are shown in the Appendix. Equation (3) can be used to calculate transition frequencies at several levels of approximation. A basic treatment of Eq. 
In the limit of good decoupling ({=77/4) the only allowed transitions are [ 1) + ( 4) and [ 2) -+ 13) which are found at the common transition frequency, wl.' This is the generally accepted understanding of the decoupled transition frequency-in the limit of good decoupling it is independent of the dipolar coupling between the two spins and falls at the chemical shift. Even under less than optimal decoupling conditions, the average of the band formed by the overlap of all the allowed lines falls at the same frequency.
In the good decoupling limit the manifold of states C11W'),13),14)~ corresponds to a basis where I, and S', are good quantum numbers. Subsequently, we refer to this as the Its, basis.
THE SECOND ORDER SHIFT
The frequency resolution of MASS NMR spectroscopy is sufficient that small line shifts due to terms neglected in the basic treatment can be detected. A better treatment of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) would include the effect of as many additional terms as possible. In this spirit, VanderHart suggested' that a secular approximation of the type used in time-dependent perturbation theory' be applied to suppress only the time-dependent terms in Eq. (3 ) . This Hamiltonian, X', is found to contain two terms in addition to those considered in the previous section which are proportional to a3 and C@. The transition frequencies derived from these energies are proportional to the square of the dipolar interaction and l/B,, consistent with his experimental observations. While this treatment reproduces in large measure the experimental observations, it is distressingly dependent on how the problem is formulated. One might equally well choose to treat the problem in the doubly rotating frame9 where the Q3 and C$ terms again become time dependent. This places them once again on equal footing with the other terms in Eq. (3) that were just previously suppressed. The difficulty is that the type of secular approximation being applied differentiates terms in the Hamiltonian on the basis of their time dependence. Slowly varying terms are kept while rapidly varying terms are discarded. Since the labeling of terms as low frequency or high frequency depends upon the choice of interaction representation, the identity of the terms to be retained is not ( aa, 31 ( aa, 21 (q n'H&Y, m) = bQ, 11 ( aQf> 01 (w --II ( cm, -21 'I uniquely defined. When viewed in this context it is appreciated that all of the nonsecular terms must be treated on an equal footing.
This returns us to the apparently intractable problem of solving the complete, time-dependent Schriidinger equation for either Eqs. (2) or (3). Fortunately, the Floquet formalism provides an efficient means of solving problems involving time dependent Hamiltonians. lo
THE FLOQUET FORMALISM
The time independent Floquet Hamiltonian, HF, associated with a time dependent Hamiltonian, A?(t), is simply derived from the rules outlined by Goelman, Zax, and Vega5
where the X$-k) are the (n-k)th time dependent Fourier coefficients coupling spin states (i I and ) j) . The basis set of Floquet states" for HF is constructed by taking the direct product of the spin states and a space of infinite dimension labeled by a Fourier mode index, n. HR is an infinite matrix as n can take on all values from -00 to + CO. Its diagonal elements are identical to those of Z( t), except for an additional no term which tracks the mode index of the Fourier expansion.
sponds to matrix elements coupling Floquet states whose mode numbers differ by m. The Floquet Hamiltonian, HF, associated with GYR (t) [Eq. (3) ] is shown below in a compact matrix notation. An expanded version of the Time dependence of the form eimot in A?(t) corre- (aa,n ( HFI@,k) sub-block is given in Fig. 1 . (9 4 W, 4
(Pa, 4
The an-k functions indicate the presence of element coupling Floquet states in a given sub-block that differ in mode number by n-k. The Se components of HF are just the time-independent elements of XX(t) and couple Floquet states where n = k. Time-dependent terms in 9YR (t) couple Floquet states where n#k. These terms are off diagonal in the mode index just as terms in wrf are off diagonal in the spin eigenstates. Notice that in the Floquet treatment of XR(t) terms that are nonsecular in the sense of being small and off diagonal are treated equivalently as those that are nonsecular in the sense of being large, off diagonal, and time dependent.
Our goal is to calculate the eigenvalues of HF, and thus the NMR transition frequencies. In the strong decoupling limit, a more convenient Fi'loquet basis is formed from the { I 1 ), ] 2), I 3)) I 4) ) spin basis and the manifold spanned by the mode index. In analogy to the treatment of X(O) we define a transformation 
THE FLOQUET SECOND ORDER SHIFT
The Floquet matrix expressed in the IZS, basis set is presented in Fig. 2 . As all the off-diagonal elements in HF are small in comparison to the difference in diagonal elements between coupled states the effect of these cross terms can be calculated using the standard methods of nondegenerate perturbation theory. The second order line shifts can be calculated using E,@;, = c 2 1$;qt'~!;;;/2.
The second order perturbation corrections to the eigenvalues of HF are independent of mode number because both the energy differences and the off-diagonal terms depend upon the Fourier mode indices only through the difference l-m. The second order eigenvalue corrections (in the standard limit that w~~~~,w~) are given below. The states coupled by nonzero elements of I, correspond to allowed transitions. l3 Under conditions of good decoupling cos 2.5~0 and sin 25~ 1 and the only allowed transitions are ( 1,k) + I4,k) at frequency Ao,, and ) 2,k) + / 3,k) at frequency Aw,,. Additional transitions between Ak#O Floquet states are also present and are displaced about the k=O transition by f kw, The intensity of these satellite transitions is vanishingly small in the high field limit, and therefore are not relevant to the present problem. 
+w1 -ws) Under actual experimental conditions one would not generally resolve each transition separately. In most cases, all that will be observed is an average transition frequency %V =wr+ &Q312 + qwl : ws) PP4l" + r"43 + qwr '_ ws> PP212 + r241 (7) with excess width Awf = 7wti ( (04 +ng) + 2R2
WI-l-W.9 WI-ws > Augustine, Zilm, and Zax: Shifts in solid state NMR 9437
Unfortunately these line shapes could only be observed in the absence of chemical shift anisotropy (CSA). The existence of the pseudo-power broadening would probably best be observed in small molecules dissolved in a nematic phase or in single crystals where the linewidths are naturally small because the average orientation of all molecules is identical. Thus, it may prove possible to observe the differential broadening predicted by Eq. (8) above as a (8) power dependent resonance shift in these cases. Equations (7) and (8) indicate that the lineshift depends upon terms of the form 1 fi, I 2 while the pseudo-power broadening depends upon a,,~~ Since the effects being considered here will be obscured by the CSA in powdered samples it is most informative to consider the line shapes that will be obtained with magic angle sample spinning.
While the formalism requires the use of a particular rotating frame representation, each of the off-diagonal terms in the dipolar Hamiltonian has been treated equivalently, and each makes some contribution to the second order dipolar shift. It has been verified that the shifts calculated in Eqs. (5)- (7) are independent to this order of perturbation of the zeroth order basis.
The average transition frequency appears shifted from the chemical shift frequency, wl, by a series of terms which depend upon the square of the dipole-dipole coupling divided by or, wl+ws or oI--wP Additionally, shifts are observed proportional to uti2 which are the well known off resonance Bloch-Siegert shift. Since these shift all I spin resonances equally,14 they do not affect shift differences measured relative to a secondary reference standard. The terms proportional to 1 a3 1 2 comprise the dipolar coupling dependent second order shift identified by VanderHart. ' In this treatment there are new contributions from 1 Q 1 2 and 1 a, [ '. Which term dominates depends upon the sizes of the energy denominators oI, ol+ws, and wr--os and the orientation of rzs with respect to Bs.
The linewidth surprisingly depends not only on the size of dipole-dipole couplings, but on the strength of the decoupling field, CQ, via a new mechanism which is not Bloch-Siegert like. This effect could be significant in spin systems where the sum or difference in Larmor frequencies is small. These frequency dependences are best illustrated by considering the powder line shapes calculated from Eqs. (5) and (6).
STATIC LINE SHAPES WITH DECOUPLING
The line shapes resulting from these formulas were obtained using a computer program to step over the polar angles present Eqs. (5) and (6) in a standard fashion. Figure 3 shows the patterns for methine 13C-lH pairs having od27~=23 kHz (which is appropriate for a spin separation of 1.09 A> and wrf/27r set to (a) 40 kHz and (b) 100 kHz. Pseudo-power broadening is clearly illustrated by comparing the widths of the transitions at different decoupling field amplitudes, i.e., the full width (FW) of the line shape increases from 18 to 25 Hz upon increasing od/2~ from 40 to 100 kHz. Figure 4 shows the expected dipolar spectra for allgSn-'H spin pair found in SnHR, with od2a=8.7 kHz resulting from a spin separation of 1.71 h; and using the same decoupling field strengths as mentioned above. These line shapes also confirm the presence of the pseudo-power broadening mechanism.
DECOUPLING WITH MAGIC ANGLE SPINNING
It will prove helpful to reexpress the results derived above in a form which better emphasizes rotational prop-(a)w27c= 40kHz. 
The reduced rotation matrices used above have their usual meaning, i.e., &)(8) = (3 cos2 a-1)/2 = (3/8) 1'2 sin2 8, &' (6) and d&43) = (i-30 co? 43 +35 cos4 6)/8. In this form we emphasize that there are isotropic, second and fourth rank tensors contributing to the angular dependence of each of the terms of the second order dipolar shift. In powder samples the isotropic component corresponds to a shift in the center of gravity of the resonance line, while the second and fourth rank tensorial components contribute to orientational broadening. The additional pseudo-power broadening mentioned above is purely second rank and depends upon a linear combination of terms which transform in space as Th2) from the &2,w, terms and as Tzi from the (&+CL$) wd terms. The transition frequencies in Eqs. (5) and (6) The consequences of MASS on the centerband line shape can be quite simply described using the reduced rotation matrices and some simple geometry. The angles 6 and 9 describing the relative orientation of the internuclear vector, rzs, in the laboratory frame of reference, are made time dependent by mechanically rotating the sample about some axis. We define ,$ as the angle that the sample is being rotated about with respect to Bs, wf+ao as the (time 
Equations ( 10) and ( 11) predict that, for powder samples, the MASS centerband will be a superposition of powder patterns resulting from the two separate transitions. Powder patterns are observed under conditions of MASS only in more unusual circumstances, for example, in the homonuclear dipole-dipole coupled systems where the frequency separation between coupled spins matches the spinning rate,15 and, more routinely, in quadrupolar systems where second order quadrupolar broadening dominates the observed spectrum. l6 These second order quadrupolar powder patterns are similar to those encountered here as they also depend upon both &' (7) and d# (7). In these situations, the first order second rank interactions are averaged under MASS leaving a magic angle spun powder pattern which depends only on d$' (7). These second order effects can be averaged away completely by spinning about a second axis magic for d$'(q). Our powder patterns are an unusual type, they are predicted to depend upon three different geometric functions, d$)(T), d$'(q), and d&g'(q).
Complete removal of all second order broadening would require simultaneous spinning about three separate axes magic for each of these functions. MASS centerbands for the methine 13C-*H and the l19Sn-'H spin pairs with the same dipolar coupling conc=70.12" Ar I  '  I  '  I  '  I  I  '  I  '  I  '  I   15  9  3  -3  15  9  3  -3 Hz. Hz. ci&27c=40kHz. O&2R = 100 kHz.
--I i c=30.56 J c=90.00' M,
Hz. Hz. FIG. 6 . VASS centerband line shapes at B= 1.4 T and with no CSA for the "'Sn-'H spin pair found in SnHR, having f=30..56q 54.749 70.12', and 90" and os/2~=40 and 100 kHz. Again, the pseudo-power broadening is readily evident.
stants mentioned above are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. These figures illustrate two important features of Eqs. (5) and (6) under conditions of MASS. Firstly, the pseudo-power broadening survives sample rotation. For example, in the *19Sn-'H case under normal MASS conditions (S= 54.74") the FW of the centerband increases from 3 to 9 Hz upon increasing the decoupling field from 40 to 100 kHz. This increase clearly results from the second rank coupling of the rf field with the dipolar coupling of the two spins, since the dominant term in Eqs. (5) and (6) has d$' (q) angular dependence. Secondly, the observed line shape is rotor axis sensitive, in that different portions of Eqs. (5) and (6) are averaged to zero depending on the choice of LJ. Equations ( 10) and ( 11) MASS centerbands for these spin pairs corresponding to sample rotation about angles magic for dg ' (LJ (30.56" and 70.12") are also included. Usually, single angle rotation about 54.74" provides the narrowest possible NMR line as it eliminates first order second rank interactions. However, in the 13C-lH case, rotation about 30.56" or 70.12" produces a narrower line, assuming that there is no CSA. This narrowing results from a combination of the frequency coefficients in Eqs. ( 5) and (6) and the &' (<) d$' (7) term. These second order effects are usually not a nuisance in conventional 'H decoupling experiments, as the predicted broadening is on the order of spectrometer resolution (0.1 ppm) . However, such effects become important when considering decoupling experiments on other nuclei. The presence of powder patterns under conditions of MASS also make it difficult to probe the isotropic shift of the magnetic resonance signal. The isotropic or average shift of the I spin (in units of Hz) while correcting for Bloch-Siegert effects is obtained by averaging the angular dependences in Eq. (7) This discrepancy can be accounted for by considering that 13C-lH couplings are always averaged to some extent. Whereas a typical 13C-lH dipolar coupling is calculated as 23 kHz using @o= ylys?i/r& and r&n= 1.09 A, experiments usually measure a value 20% smaller due to motional averaging." Employing a motionally averaged i3C-'H dipolar coupling of 18.4 kHz results in a calculated second order dipolar shift of 0.26 ppm, which is in much better agreement with the experimental observations. In this light, the agreement between measured and calculated second order shifts using the previous theory which included only the a3 terms can be seen as somewhat fortuitous. This was realized by VanderHart who pointed out that the nominal dipolar coupling needed to account for the observed field dependent shifts was too large if one admitted to the usual degree of motional averaging.
Experimental measurement of such small lineshifts requires an accumte determination of the isotropic shift at a given field strength. Unfortunately, the presence of a line broadening mechanism dependent on the rf power may make such identification difficult. The effect of the second rank coupling of the applied rf decoupling field with the heteronuclear dipolar interaction can be seen most clearly by comparing expected MASS centerband line shapes with and without decoupling. Figure 7 shows both (a) i3C-iH and (b) l19Sn-'H MASS centerbands using the same dipolar coupling constants employed above. In these cases a rotation angle of {=54.74" and wIf/2rr=60 kHz was used. The rf power broadening is readily apparent in the '19Sn-'H dipolar coupled spin pair. The linewidth without decoupling is almost ten times narrower than with decoupling. This dramatic increase in linewidth as a function of wti for the '19Sn-'H spin pair is a direct result of the negative gyromagnetic ratio of 119Sn. The most important term in Eqs. ( 10) and ( 11) in this case is linear in wti Other terms in Eq. (10) dominate for other spin pairs such as 13C-'H, and the decoupled linewidth more closely resembles that of the undecoupled resonance. The existence of this rf power broadening following mechanical sample rotation, suggests that rf inhomogeneity will also be a problem in accurately assigning the isotropic shift. An inhomogeneous distribution in rf throughout a sample will provide a corresponding spread in both pseudo-power broadening and Bloch-Siegert shifts. Insight into the effects of rf inhomogeneity on the MASS centerbands for 5=54.74" can be obtained from Fig. 8 . Figure 8 shows the MASS centerband including Bloch-Siegert effects with (solid line) and without inhomogeneous rf field for the same 13C-iH and "'Sn-'H pairs used above. This figure clearly illustrates that rf inhomogeneity significantly alters MASS centerbands, especially in the t19Sn-'H case, which is unfortunate as the second order effects predicted by this theory are more easily realized in this system.
Given the steady increase in field strengths that are being routinely employed in CP-MAS experiments, it is natural to ask how high a field is necessary to render the effects discussed here insignificant. In the case of 13C-lH it can be seen from MASS centerband calculations that above a field strength of 4.7 T the excess linewidth resulting from pseudo-po~wer broadening becomes insignificant in comparison to 0.1 ppm. This is about the resolution one can expect in CP-MAS experiments given other linebroadening factors such as magnetic susceptibility effects, off resonance 'H decoupling contributions or simple site to site variations in chemical shifts due to lattice disorder.lg For the '19Sn-'H spin pair these effects persist only to a field strength of 2.34 T.
CONCLUSIONS
We have provided a more complete description of the problem of second order dipolar shifts in high resolution solid state NMR spectroscopy. The suggestion that the dominant features of the shift were associated with the a3 elements of the dipolar Hamiltonian is largely correct for the specific case of 13C NMR with high power decoupling. These specific terms dominate because the denominators associated with the different terms in the effective Hamiltonian are large except for the term containing 1 a3 12. However, this is not generally the case. In l19Sn-'H systems where the denominators are the smallest should have drastically diierent field dependent isotropic resonance shifts and powder line shapes. These second order shifts I will survive in both decoupled and coupled systems. The shifts (0.42 ppm for 13C-lH) are large enough to be important in the analysis of liquid crystal data. 
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